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Abstract
We investigate a proof transformation from the multisuccedent calculus LJ
mc
to
Gentzens singlesuccedent calculus LJ for intuitionistic logic We analyze the com
plexity of such a transformation and show that there exists no polynomial simulation
between the cutfree versions of LJ
mc
and LJ  Applications of proof transforma
tions are motivated within constructive program synthesis systems since LJ
mc
gives
a basis for automated proof search whereas LJ is better suited for proof presen
tation and program construction from proofs Wellknown transformations from
the literature are based on the cutrule and suer from the undesired consequence
that the resulting program terms are not intuitive We present a cutfree transfor
mation of intuitionistic sequent proofs from LJ
mc
to LJ based on permutation of
inferences and contrast its worstcase complexity with its eects on the quality of
program terms
  Introduction
Constructive program synthesis relies on the parallel process of program con
struction and program verication Using a constructive program develop
ment systems for example the NuPRLsystem  the synthesis process is
based on a	 representing a speci
cation of a program within a constructive
 
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logic eg Intuitionistic Type Theory ITT 	 and b proving this spec

ication formula valid in some proof calculus for ITT Then a program
term is extracted from the computational content of the proof according to
the proofs
as
programs paradigm 	 By construction this process guaran

tees that the resulting program is correctly veried with respect to the given
specication
The proof process of the specication formula is performed within an inter

active proof editor based on a sequent calculus for ITT Since the interactive
nature of this process stands in contrast to an ecient development of pro

grams every eort has been made in order to support automated proof search
in fragments of ITT 	 In this paper we deal with the automated construction
of the purely logical parts of a specication proof ie subproofs formalized
in rst
order intuitionistic logic J  The rst
order fragment in ITT corre

sponds to Gentzens sequent calculus LJ
cut
	 including the cut rule The
integration of an automated theorem prover for J into the synthesis system
is depicted in Fig  given a subgoal in J  a separation process constructs
a J 
formula which serves as input for an intuitionistic matrix prover The
resulting matrix proofMJ has to be integrated into the actual context of the
synthesis system in order to provide global program extraction from the whole
proof Thus the MJ 
proof has to be transformed back into an LJ 
proof
which can be interpreted as a proof plan for solving the original J 
goal At
this point intuitionistic proof transformations have to ll the gap between
external proof procedures and the synthesis system with its special calculus
LJ  On the one hand the complexity of the proof transformation process
has to be optimized On the other hand the resulting LJ 
proofs should yield
intuitive program terms wrt the intended specication
Since the matrix characterization for J 	 as well as its realization within
ecient proof search procedures eg 	 are based on a multiple
succedent
sequent calculus LJ
mc
 proof reconstruction has to be done in two steps T
and T in Fig  The ecient generation of LJ
mc

proofs from machine

generated proofs has been developed 	 The construction of LJ
cut

proofs
from LJ
mc

proofs step T is presented for example in 	 This transforma

tion T is based on a simulation of the multiple succedent in an LJ
mc

proof
by a disjunction and using the cut rule see also 	 For this reason the
extracted program term from the resulting LJ
cut

proof to a large extent diers
from the original specication since the cut rule is applied in each proof step
when a multiple succedent is involved An important impact on the program
term results each operation in the succedent has to be prepared by a selection
function which identies the subformula to be reduced This was of course
not intended when specifying the original problem
In this paper we focus on an alternative transformation step T which
emphasizes on the quality of the resulting program terms We present a
permutation
based transformation from LJ
mc

proofs to LJ 
proofs without
using the cut rule and investigate the complexity of these proofs On the one

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Fig  Proof transformations applied to a constructive program synthesis system
hand we show that there exists no transformation which yields in every case
an LJ proof with polynomial length with respect to the LJ
mc
proof On the
other hand the resulting LJ proofs preserve the intended subspecication
of the program to be synthesized since introduction of additional connectives
and inference rules will be avoided We emphasize that an exponential increase
of proof length by our transformation occurs rather seldom but every program
term benets from our construction The key aspect of our approach is given
by a construction of a normal form for LJ
mc
proofs This will be achieved
by applying permutation schemata locally within a given LJ
mc
proof which
will be prestructured using socalled layers From this we obtain a proof
transformation procedure which is based on a hierarchical system of permuta
tion steps and hence can easily be implemented into the environment of the
program synthesis system
  Preliminaries
Throughout this paper we use a rstorder language consisting of variables
constants function symbols predicate symbols logical connectives quantiers
and punctuation symbols Terms and formulae are dened according to the
usual formation rules
A sequent S is an ordered tuple of the form   	 where 	 are nite
sets of rstorder formulae  is the antecedent of S and 	 is the succedent of
S The semantical meaning of a sequent A

     A
n
 B

     B
m
is the same
as the semantical meaning of the formula 
V
n
i
A
i
  
W
m
i
B
i
 We write
A	 A instead of fAg  	 fAg   Furthermore we denote 	 
 
 
  in sequents by     	 with the intended meaning      	
The empty sequent    is interpreted by   
As proof system we use the cutfree sequent calculi LJ
mc
and LJ shown
in Fig  In order to reduce the number of cases in our proofs we consider
negation as dened eg A is A  and use an additional axiom Some
times we will use the above calculi with an explicit negation rule and without
the axiom in order to improve readability These calculi are denoted by
LJ

mc
and LJ

 respectively We will also consider LJ extended by the cut
rule this calculus is denoted by LJ
cut

There exist two directions in which an inference rule can be read The

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 rst one the synthetic direction is from the rules premises to its conclu
sion	 In this case we say that the principal formula i	e	 the formula which is
new in the conclusion is introduced by the inference	 The second one the an
alytic direction is from the rules conclusion to its premises	 In this case
we say that the principal formula is reduced to its immediate subformulae	
These subformulae are called the active formulae of the inference	
The main di
erence between LJ
mc
and LJ is given by the fact that LJ
mc

sequents may contain several succedent formulae whereas in LJ at most one
succedent formula is allowed sequents of the latter kind are called intui
tionistic	
LJ
mc
  LJ   LJ
 
mc
  LJ
 
 
 A   A
ax
 A   A
ax
 A  
   A
r
A  
   A
r
   A
ax
   A
ax
A   A
A   
l
A   A
A   C
l
   A B
   A B
r
   A
   A B
r 
   B
   A B
r 
LJ
cut
 LJ
 
cut
 
   A    B
   A B
r
   A    B
   A B
r
   A  A   C
   C
cut
A   B
   A B
r
 A   B
   A  B
r
   Axna
   xA
r a
 
   Axna
   xA
r a
 
   AxntxA
   xA
r t
   Axnt
   xA
r t
 A     B   
A B   
l
 A   C  B   C
 A B   C
l
 AB   
 A B   
l
 AB   C
 A B   C
l
 A B   A B   
 A B   
l
 A B   A  B   C
A  B   C
l
xAAxnt   
xA   
l t
xAAxnt   C
xA   C
l t
 Axna   
xA   
l a
 
 Axna   C
xA   C
l a
 
 
a must satisfy the eigenvariable condition for r and l
Fig  The calculi LJ
mc
 LJ  and their extensions
An inference rule R of LJ
mc
is called generative if R
	
flrrg it is
called critical if R
	
frrg	 For a generative rule R at least one premise
contains more succedent formulae than the conclusion of R does	 An applica
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tion of an inference r depends on an application of an inference r
 
i r
 
reduces
a superformula of the formula reduced by r in an analytic sequent proof An
application of an inference r is called dependent generative dgenerative i
r is generative or r   r and r depends on a generative rule The gener
ative branches of a dgenerative rule r are the branches above the premises
of r except for r  l where only the branches above the left premise are
generative
  Complexity of Proof Transformations
Our goal is to construct an LJ proof of a sequent S from an LJ
mc
proof of
S which itself is a reconstruction of a proof in some matrix calculus The
question which we consider in this section is whether such a construction
named T	 in Fig 
 yields an LJ proof whose length is approximately the
length of the corresponding LJ
mc
proof More precisely we consider minimal
or shortest LJ proofs and LJ
mc
proofs for some classes of formulae and
compare their length As the length of a proof we use the number of its
axioms Approximately means that the length of the LJ proof is bounded
by a polynomial function in the length of the LJ
mc
proof We give a negative
answer to the question stated above by providing a class of formulae for which
there are short LJ
mc
proofs but any LJ proof is long ie its length cannot
be bounded by a polynomial in the length of the former proof
The following denition of a polynomial simulation is adapted from 
and restricted to the case that the connectives in both calculi are identical A
calculus P
 
can polynomially simulate Psimulate a calculus P

if there is a
polynomial p such that the following holds For every proof of a formula or
sequent F in P

of length n there is a proof of F in P
 
 whose length is not
greater than pn
We restrict our attention to cutfree LJ and LJ
mc
 if both calculi are
extended by the cut rule then they Psimulate each other 
	 The next
lemma can be proved easily
Lemma  LJ
mc
Psimulates LJ 
We will show in the remainder of this section that the reverse simulation
is not polynomial We present a class of formulae for which any LJ proof is
exponential For arbitrary n

IN we consider the formulae
F n  wA
n
w   
n 
 
i
O
i
 N
i
 zA

z
where O
i
 xB
i
 A
i
x  B
i
 and N
i
 B
i
  yA
i 
y In order to
simplify the discussion we use the calculi LJ

and LJ

mc
with negation rules
instead of LJ and LJ
mc
where A is an abbreviation for A The result
can be lifted to the latter calculi by adding axioms of the form ax

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Lemma  LJ does not Psimulate LJ
mc

Proof sketch By counterexample F n We show
i There exists an LJ
 
mc
proof with n 	 axioms
ii Each LJ
 
proof requires 

n 
  axioms
i By induction on n ii First we prove that the eigenvariable condition
forces a unique direction for deriving the axioms in a cutfree LJ
 
proof
namely from A

up to A
n
 Let GH be subformulae of F n We dene
a reduction ordering G  H which means that G has to be reduced before
H Each LJ
 
proof for F n has to respect the reduction ordering O
j

N
j
 O
j 
 N
j 
for   j  n  
 This can be shown by induction on j
separately for O
j
 N
j
and N
j
 O
j 
 Then by induction on n we prove
ii  qed
The above result can be understood as follows AnLJ
 
mc
proof of F n consists
of n subproofs each of them uses atoms with index i Subproof i needs 
axioms i       n  	 whereas subproof n needs only one axiom This
results in 
P
n
i
  	  n  	 axioms In contrast in an LJ
 
proof
each subproof i is duplicated 

i
times Thus we have 
P
n
i
  

i
  

n



n
 	  

n
 

n 
  axioms From a complexity theoretical viewpoint
the result can easily be generalized to the calculi LJ and LJ
mc
since avoiding
the rules yields a polynomial with respect to the length of the LJ proof
increase of proof length
  Permutationbased Transformations
Let us start with an overview of our procedure which constructs an LJ proof
from an LJ
mc
proof Given an LJ
mc
proof 
mc
of a sequent S essentially from
our matrix prover for J  we rst structure 
mc
into layers A layer of 
mc
is
a maximal subtree L of 
mc
such that i the leaf nodes of L are either axioms
or intuitionistic sequents and ii no intuitionistic sequents occur below the
leaves The excluded root S
L
of a layer L is the topmost intuitionistic sequent
not contained in L 
mc
can be considered to consist of a couple of layers
where the boundaries between layers are intuitionistic sequents and distinct
layers do not overlap Applications of critical inferences c form boundaries
between layers because the premise of c is an intuitionistic sequent The basic
idea is to stepwise transform each layer L into an LJ proof with endsequent
S
L
using essentially the leaf sequents of L as given axioms The stepwise
transformation is based on two key observations namely i that each rele
vant application of a dgenerative inference rule can be permuted above all
highest linferences in L and ii that an LJ
mc
proof 
mc
of  	  can be
transformed easily into an LJ proof  of  	 D for some D

 if 
mc
does
not contain any linference After the application of all permutations of i
the resulting LJ
mc
proof is in a specic normal form

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  Permutation Schemata
Since our transformation will rely on the permutation of inferences we have
to examine which inferences in LJ
mc
are permutable For a discussion of
nonpermutabilities of inference rules in Gentzens calculus LJ see 	

Rule R
 
is permutable over rule R towards the axioms if for all applica
tions r of R r
 
of R
 
 r immediately above r
 
such that
i the principal formula F of r is not active in r
 
 hence the two principal
formulae do not overlap
ii A is the set of all premises of r S the conclusion of r r
 
takes premises
from B  fSg B possibly empty and yields the conclusion S
 

there is a proof of S
 
from AB
 
in which an application of R
 
occur immedi
ately above an application of R or one of the two applications disappear If
F is an formula then the set B
 
is obtained by replacing some sequent s

B
by a sequent s
 
such that s
 
is the premise of the inference which introduces
F  If F is a formula then B
 
is obtained by replacing some sequent s

B
by two sequents s
 
 s

such that s
 
 s

are the premises of the inference which
introduces F 
Example  Consider the following LJ
mc
derivation with two linferences

A  BC  D  CA

A BD  A
A BC  D  A
 l

BC  D  
A BC  D  
 l
The top  l is r the low  l is r
 
 The principal formula of r ie C  D
is not active in r
 
which has A B as principle formula Since the principle
formula of r is a formula s  BC  D   is replaced by s
 
 BC 
D  C and s

 DB   The above derivation is transformed into
the following one all inferences are  linferences

A BC  D  CA

 
BC  D  C
A  BC  D  C

A BD  A

  
DB  
A  BD  
A BC  D  
As indicated in the above example duplication of subproofs 
 
 
  
can
occur if the permutation step involves two inference rules with a formula
as principal formula If such a duplication happens in an iterated manner
then an exponential increase of proof length is possible The formula F n
from Section  is a worstcase example where an exponential increase of proof
length cannot be avoided when constructing the normal form in LJ
mc
via
permutation of inferences
Lemma  In LJ
mc
proofs rule R
 
is always permutable over R towards
the axioms except in the following cases
R l l r  l  r r  r r
R
 
r l  r r l  l

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The rst two nonpermutabilities concerning quantierst are identical for
LJ and LJ
mc
 The last nonpermutabilities occur only if  r or r occurs
in the right premise of the  linference The nonpermutabilities except
the rst two categories do not aect the transformation of a layer into an
LJ proof because a critical rule forms a boundary the premise of a critical
rule is intuitionistic Important for our approach is the permutability of
any generative rule and of the rrule over any nongenerative rule except
critical rules and over the  lrule Permuting the rrule is important if a
generative formula contains a conjunction as a subformula which eventually
appears as the principal formula of an rinference this inference depends
on the generative inference and has to be permuted over all highest l in the
layer before the generative rule can be permuted
  Constructing LJ proofs via Normal Form Proofs in LJ
mc
In this subsection	 we describe a transformation of LJ
mc
proofs into LJ 
proofs The following lemma provides a transformation for LJ
mc
proofs with
out linferences
Lemma  Let 
mc
be an LJ
mc
proof of S 
    without an application
of l and  is nonempty
 
 Then there exists an LJ proof  of   D for
some D   Moreover the length of  is polynomial in the length of 
mc

Let us consider the general case	 ie	 a transformation of LJ
mc
proofs with
linferences Lemma  provides a microstep for this transformation
The lemma is called the local permutation lemma for LJ
mc
because only two
adjacent inferences with nonoverlapping principal formulae can be permuted
The following lemma provides a macrostep relying on the microsteps and
requiring the concept of an admissible branch
Let 
mc
be an LJ
mc
proof of a sequent S	 L be a layer in 
mc
 A branch
b in L is called admissible if it contains inferences r	  such that the following
conditions are satised
i r is a topmost linference in L
ii  is the topmost dgenerative rule below r such that i b is a generative
branch of 	 and ii each linference between r and  does not contain
any linferences in its generative branches
Lemma  Let 
mc
be an LJ
mc
proof of a sequent S L be a layer in 
mc

Moreover let b be an admissible branch in L containing r and  Let r
 
be the
lowmost linference between r and  on b Then 
mc
can be transformed into
an LJ
mc
proof 
mc
of S such that  occurs above r
 

The following lemma provides the construction of normalizedLJ
mc
proofs
Lemma  Let R
IL
be the set of all topmost linferences in the layer L
which occur above the inference I Let 
mc
 L  be given as in Lemma   
 
  can be considered to contain at least  

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such that all generative branches of   containing an r
 
R
 L
are admissible
Then 
mc
can be transformed into 
mc
such that for all r
 
R
 L
   occurs
above r
A normal form for an LJ
mc
proof 
mc
is dened by a normal form for each
layer L of 
mc
 The excluded root of a layer L is the topmost intuitionistic
sequent S
L
not contained in L Let N  fS
 
     S
n
g be the leaves of L where
each S
i
is either of the form 
i
 C
i
or an axiom The layer normal form of
L is a subdeduction M
L
which consists of several layers and is structured as
follows
	
 S
L
remains the endsequent of M
L


 M
L
has the leaves N

 fS

 
     S

m
g m  n such that for each S

j
there
exists a S
i
 
N with either S

j
 S
i
 or S

j
and S
i
dier only in eigenvariables
renaming andor branch modication

 Let R

be the set of topmost linferences in M
L
 Each premise of r

 
R

is either a leaf S

j
 
N

 or it is an excluded root of a layer l from M
L
 l itself
is either a single layer possibly l
 
N


 or it has a subset of N

as leaves

 Each sequent between S
L
and the premises of all r

 
R

is intuitionistic
and forms a single layer in M
L

The normal form 
mc
N
of an LJ
mc
proof 
mc
is dened by all its layer
normal forms The normal form can be constructed by repeated application
of Lemma  which locally transforms each layer L of 
mc
into a layer normal
form M
L

Theorem  normal form
 Each LJ
mc
proof 
mc
can be transformed into
a normal form proof 
mc
N
via permutation of inferences
By denition of the layer normal form no linferences occur within the
topmost layers ofM
L
 In order to construct an LJ proof  from a normalized
LJ
mc
proof 
mc
N
we have to eliminate redundant formulae and inferences in
the topmost nonsingle
 layers of each subdeduction M
L
 A procedure for
this deletion process can be directly extracted from the constructive proof of
Lemma  see 

Example  Consider the formula F  xAxBx
yAy	 z
Az
	
xBx with its LJ

mc
proof 
mc
shown in Fig 

We have two layers where
permutations take place namely i L
 
in subgoal  between the premise of
the linference as its excluded root and the axioms and ii L

containing
the left branch of the 	 linference with the premise of l as its excluded root
First we permute in L
 
the 
linference ie an 	 linference above the
only linference Second in L

 we permute the 	 linference above the
linference in its generative ie left branch
The resulting normal form 
mc
N
is depicted in Fig 	 The layer normal
form M
L
 
of L
 
is given within subgoal 
 above the excluded root of L
 
the
antecedent formula X will be ignored M
L

is given by the deduction above
 
If possible we omit explicit contractions in  l ll and r

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Aa   AaxBx
Aa   yAy xBx
r a
Ba   yAy Ba
Ba   yAy xBx
r a
Aa Ba   yAyxBx
l
xAxBx   yAy xBx
l a
subg 
xAxBxyAy  zAz   xBx
l
 xAxBx  yAy  zAz   xBx
l
   xAxBx  yAy  zAz xBx
r
subgoal 
Aa   AaxBx
Ba   AaBa
Ba   AaxBx
r a
Aa Ba   AaxBx
l
xAxBx   Aa xBx
l a
xAxBxAa   xBx
l
xAxBxzAz   xBx
l a
Fig  An LJ

mc
proof of  F from Example 
Aa   AaxBx
Aa   yAy xBx
r a
subg 
AayAy  zAz   xBx
l
subg 
Aa BayAy  zAz   xBx
l
xAxBxyAy  zAz   xBx
l a
 xAxBx  yAy  zAz   xBx
l
   xAxBx  yAy  zAz xBx
r
subgoal  X  Aa subgoal  X  Ba
XAb   Ab xBx
XAbAb   xBx
l
XBb   Ab Bb
XBb   Ab xBx
r b
XBbAb   xBx
l
XAb BbAb   xBx
l
XxAxBxAb   xBx
l b
XxAxBxzAz   xBx
l b
subgoal 
Ba   yAy Ba
Ba   yAyxBx
r a
subgoal 
BayAy  zAz   xBx
l
Fig  The normal form 
mc
N
from Example 
the excluded root of L

 containing eigenvariable renaming b for a and the
duplication of subgoal   which results in subgoal  and subgoal  due to the
permutation schemata of Lemma  Renaming requires a second instance
of  xAx  Bx and xBx whereas X   Aa and X   Ba re	ects branch
modi
cation in these two subgoals
In order to obtain an LJ proof  of  F  we have to delete super	uous
inferences according to Lemma  In subgoal  the linference can be
deleted since the additional succedent formula yAy in its left premise does
not contribute to the axiom Ba  yAyBa Hence subgoal  can be deleted
as well For a similar reason the linference in the right branch of the
remaining subgoal  is deleted Putting together the results yields an LJ 
proof  of  F 
  Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented a permutationbased proof transformation from LJ
mc

proofs into LJ proofs It relies on a layeroriented construction of normal
form proofs in LJ
mc
 Furthermore we have shown that in general no poly
nomial simulation exists between LJ
mc
and LJ 	both without cut
 Our
approach provides an improved transformation step T 	see Fig 
 when in
tegrating automated proof search procedures into an constructive program
development system In contrast to existing approaches it preserves the
original logical specications when extracting the program terms from the
resulting LJ proofs Again we stress that in practice there are only few
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examples where an exponential increase of proof length occurs but every pro
gram term benets from our construction In future work we will investigate
the complexity of proof transformations for the propositional fragments of
the calculi LJ and LJ
mc
  Furthermore we have to combine a controlled in
troduction of the cut rule with our permutationbased approach in order to
obtain LJ
cut
proofs which preserve the intended specications and provide an
at most polynomial increase of proof length for all formulae  We will investi
gate the computational correspondence between structuring LJ proofs with
the cut rule and procedural programming concepts 
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